














Early Movie Theatres in Nagasaki
YAMAKAWA, Kinya
Abstract / Short Outlines （概要）
 The first moving picture in Nagasaki was screened by the cinématographe method. The date and time was 
May 21, 1897(Meiji 30), and the place was within the Yasaka Shrine. Though the play in huts had been accepted 
by the people in Nagasaki, which reflected Nagasaki’s long history of plays, the number of theatrical huts screening 
movies gradually increased as movies became popular after that. With a change of preferences of the entertainment 
and the hobby of people in Nagasaki, their owners steadily began to shift their centers of gravity to the movies.  















































































































































































































































































































































































































































長崎 2 7 7 9 10 11 14 13 16 22 34 36 53 35












神奈川 23 11 17 30 49 53 67 53 63 74 83 89 75 28








富山 3 8 6 6 4 12 12 13 18 12 18 21 21 13
福岡 　 17 31 54 59 67 71 64 78 96 108 118 125 80
佐賀 ｰ 3 3 5 7 8 10 9 15 15 13 15 28 26
大分 1 3 7 7 9 12 13 16 23 16 21 24 28 23
熊本 2 5 8 10 10 11 15 17 23 28 32 35 36 16
宮崎 ｰ 2 4 4 7 6 8 8 16 13 13 16 15 11
鹿児島 2 3 4 4 5 6 7 7 9 10 11 23 19 6
沖縄 1 ｰ 1 2 ｰ 2 4 2 5 6 8 5 4 ｰ
全国 164 341 470 694 808 1056 1259 1266 1835 1749 2028 2471
1970
（休 19）
1068
−224−
長崎：映画事始め
—　芝居小屋から活動写真館へ　— （山川　欣也）
